Confidently Vet Expert Witnesses With
LexisNexis Litigation Profile Suite
®

Vet expert witnesses more comprehensively and faster than you thought possible with an interactive
tool that guides your research and surfaces hard-to-find insights on the key players in your case. Take
advantage of analytics fueled by data on 350,000 expert witnesses, the industry’s largest collection
of verdicts and settlements, 2 million attorneys and 45 thousand judges.*
Use this checklist to learn more about how you can access unmatched content and apply timesaving
tools like interactive charts to search for that powerful piece of information that could make your
case. Visit www.lexisnexis.com/profilesuite for more information.
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What Litigators Need to Know

Federal and State
Opinions

Find challenges, successful or not, to an expert’s
previous testimony using case opinions.

Cases

Daubert Tracker –
Case Reports

Review any challenges to exclude an expert’s
testimony in a prior cases, get the specifics from
gatekeeping hearings and read the full
judge’s opinion.
Benefit from LexisNexis editors correcting misspelled
expert’s names, identifying experts not named in
opinions and securing access to some state trial court
opinions generally not
available online.

Expert Witness
Analysis

Uncover potential biases. Use intelligence from verdict
reports to learn the details of lawsuits and whether
or not the expert repeatedly testifies for the same
attorney or firm or for the same side.
Dig deeper -- these reports include case name,
number, jurisdiction and attorneys involved to find
more valuable information.

Jury Verdicts and
Settlements

Verdict Reports

Included in Expert
Witness Reports in
Litigation Profile Suite

�
�

�

Statements,
Transcripts, and
Reports

Gain insight on an expert’s attitude, approach and
Expert Witness
even prior contradictory statements through access to Analysis
priortestimony transcripts, affidavits/declarations and
reports.

�

Curricula Vitae
and Resumes

Verify and cross-check an expert’s credentials over
time to ensure consistency or expose discrepancies.

Expert Witness
Analysis

�

Briefs and Motions

Discover motions to exclude, bar, limit or strike the
testimony of certain experts.

Briefs, Pleadings
and Motions

�

*Information available as of January 2015.
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What Litigators Need to Know

Expert Directories

Identify inconsistencies by comparing an expert’s
marketing profile with his/her posting in directories
with other biological information.

Directories

Judgements
and Lien

Understand an expert’s involvement in any lawsuits,
judgments or liens.

Public Records from
the Experience Bar

Dockets and Docket Mine dockets to uncover lawsuits that name an
Summaries
expert as a party and to find documents related to an
expert’s work, such as motions to exclude, affidavits
and more.

Dockets

Arbitration Awards,
Decisions and
Opinions

Examine an expert’s involvement in arbitrations.

Administrative
Material

Agency Decisions
(Federal and State)

Scrutinize agency decisions and search testimonial
transcripts, filed reports or other related materials
in which experts have testified or been employed by
agencies.

Administrative
Materials

News

Avoid surprises by scouring relevant news for expert
references in news articles, interview transcripts,
authored works, opinion pieces, blog posts and more.

News

Professional
Licensing
Information and
Sanctions

Confirm professional credentials by reviewing
licenses, sanctions and disciplinary information.

Directories/Public
Records from the
Experience Bar

Criminal History
Records

Expose hidden criminal backgrounds such as arrest
records, criminal filings and incarceration records.

Public Records from
the Experience Bar

Law Review Articles

Check law review articles for expert mentions or
references to his/her publications or testimonies or
challenges to testimonies.

Secondary Materials

Congressional
Information

Review letters and reports submitted -- or even
testimony -- by an expert for congressional
committees for consistency with other authored
works or published opinions.

Statutes and
Legislation

Technical Journal
Articles

Uncover omissions or inaccuracies on article and
publication listings by searching Elsevier(R) scientific
journals, MEDLINE(R) References and more -- do
not rely solely on information provided by experts.

Included in Expert
Witness Reports in
Litigation Profile Suite
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Coming Soon

�
�
�
�

�
�

Scientific

�

Thorough expert witness research packaged and delivered to you right when you need it.
Rely on our team of highly experienced research analysts to conduct the specific expert witness
research for your case. A range of services are available including video testimony, transcript
procurement and custom research.
There is no commitment required, simply purchase the reports you need and they are delivered in
just 2 - 3 business days. Need it faster? Rush services are available upon request.

Call 1.855.249.0764 to place your order, or visit www.
lexisnexis.com/experts to get started.
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